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SILCC project 
evolution of gas within a piece of a galactic disc

Simulation setups

Colliding flows 
(PhD project Prabesh Joshi)



Simulating the Life Cycle of molecular Clouds (SILCC)

Walch et al. MNRAS 2015  
Girichidis et al. MNRAS 2016 
Peters et al. ApJL 2015 
Gatto et al. MNRAS 2015

• chemical network 

  

H2, H, H+ 
CO, ionized C 
O, free electrons 

• physical conditions
 gas surface density    Σ = 10 Msun / pc2 

self-gravity 
heating and cooling  

    

external stellar gravitational potential 
interstellar radiation field 

Supernova … rate: SNR = 15 SN / Myr 
                   … position:  

peak random

FLASH code resolution: 4pc



Simulations                vs              observations

• radiation at different wavelength 

Radiative transfer code
RADMC-3D

RADMC-3D: www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d

Radiative transfer simulation

using RADMC-3D

dI‹(’,s)
ds = j‹(’, s) ≠ –‹(’, s)I‹(’, s)

emission absorption

Calculation in the non–local thermal equilibrium

level population determined by collisions

æ number density of C+ and collisional partners
æ temperature
æ velocity
æ collisional rates

www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d/

• chemical network 

  

H2, H, H+ 
CO, ionized C

http://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d


Simulations                vs              observations

Radiative transfer code
RADMC-3D

RADMC-3D: www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d

C+ fine structure transition:  
       2P3/2       2P1/2 

λ = 157.74 μm 
 
tracer for star formation 
tracer for CO-dark H2

[CII]• non-local thermal equilibrium 

• collisional partners: H2, H, e- 
     

• number densities 
• collisional rates 
• temperature and velocity of the gas

http://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d


Synthetic [CII] emission maps velocity integrated  
v = ± 70 km/s



N [g / cm2]

Origin

10-5        10-1

cold gas

warm  
gas

Temperature chemical composition

• around 80% from the cold gas 
• around 15% from the neutral gas

Synthetic [CII] emission maps



Zoom-In simulations
• zoom into a region of a molecular cloud  

simulation with mixed SN distribution

125 pc

Daniel Seifried, et al., arxiv 1704.06487 2017



Zoom-In simulations
velocity integrated [CII] line emission  
v = ± 20 km/s 

spectral resolution: 0.1 km/s  
spatial resolution: 4pc … 0.122pc



Zoom-In simulations - Convergence

• peak intensity not on the same position 

• deviation to the next resolution level  
becomes smaller



Zoom-In simulations - Lineprofiles

x

x



Zoom-In simulations - Statistical Analysis
Method inspired by Tauber (1996)

Analysis of the line profiles with Tauber et al. 1996

(Smoothness of line profiles)

• integrated intensity (mom0)

Iint =

Z
Idv (1)

• mean value of the line profiles (mom1)

v̄ =

✓Z
I · vdv

◆
/Iint (2)

• standard derivation of the line profiles (mom2)

�v̄ =

s✓Z
I · (v � v̄)2dv

◆
/Iint (3)

! use Iint, v̄, �v̄ to calculate a Gaussian function

G = A · exp�0.5 ⇤ ((v � v̄)/�v̄)
2 (4)

... and box car function (which width?, so far +/- FWHM around the
mean value)

• use the mean of the absolute value of the di↵erence between the func-
tion and the line profile as �TR

�TR =

 
NX

i=1

|Function� Lineprofile|
!
/N (5)

• TR is the peak intensity of the Gauss function (A) or the box car
function

) use �TR/TR as a measure to compare with the observations

1

Tauber AA1996

:  Tauber value

: Peak of the Reference function
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Table 5.1: Resolution level used for the zoom-in simulations. The peak intensities and
luminosities are listed for the view named ”incl90”.

resolution level pixel size [CII] peak intensity luminosity L
[pc] ⇥10�4 [erg / (s ster cm2)] ⇥1029 [W]

L5 4 0.25 5.26
L6 2
L7 1 1.14 5.53
L8 0.5 1.96 5.76
L9 0.25 1.57 5.94

L10 0.122 2.23 6.09

Figure 5.10: Synthetic [CII] emission maps of the zoom-in simulation at the resolution
level L10 (see Table 5.1) shown from three points of view, as indicated over the images.

is only present, if the gas is really dense. In all other regions carbon is present in
the form of C+, and coexists with H2 in the coarse pixels. As we found from the
analysis is Section 5.1.2, the [CII] line emission is correlated with the molecular
gas, namely H2, which we want now to challenge whether this is a result of the
resolution. We therefore analysed the evolution of two molecular clouds in zoom-in
simulations, which formed in the SILCC simulation S10-KS-mix at t = ...Myr. (see
Daniels paper). We present here their [CII] synthetic emission maps and analyse,
from which phases of the ISM the [CII] line emission originates.

5.4.1 Tauber maps

�TR =

vt
1
n

nX

i=0

(li � ri)2 (5.4)

with the value of the line profile li at the velocity channel i and the corresponding
value of the reference function ri. Using the quadratic mean is important especial
for the observers, since they need to take the noise in each channel into account. The
Tauber value is then calculated as �TR/TR, whereas TR is the peak of the Gaussian
or the Boxcar function.

�TR/TR (5.5)
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is only present, if the gas is really dense. In all other regions carbon is present in
the form of C+, and coexists with H2 in the coarse pixels. As we found from the
analysis is Section 5.1.2, the [CII] line emission is correlated with the molecular
gas, namely H2, which we want now to challenge whether this is a result of the
resolution. We therefore analysed the evolution of two molecular clouds in zoom-in
simulations, which formed in the SILCC simulation S10-KS-mix at t = ...Myr. (see
Daniels paper). We present here their [CII] synthetic emission maps and analyse,
from which phases of the ISM the [CII] line emission originates.

5.4.1 Tauber maps

�TR =

vt
1
n

nX

i=0

(li � ri)2 (5.4)

with the value of the line profile li at the velocity channel i and the corresponding
value of the reference function ri. Using the quadratic mean is important especial
for the observers, since they need to take the noise in each channel into account. The
Tauber value is then calculated as �TR/TR, whereas TR is the peak of the Gaussian
or the Boxcar function.

�TR/TR (5.5)

li: line profile 
ri: reference function

Reference functions 
- Gauss function         optically thin  
- Boxcar function        optically thick

conservers the area (m0), mean (m1), std (m2)  of the line profile



Zoom-In simulations - Lineprofiles

x

x

m0 = 8.1 K km/s 
m2 = 1.1 km/s 
ΔTR / TR = 0.057

m0 = 1.0 K km/s 
m2 = 1.6 km/s 
ΔTR / TR = 0.084

m0 = 0.03 K km/s 
m2 = 4.9 km/s 
ΔTR / TR = 0.618



Zoom-In simulations - Scatter plots

Same range of values in observations?



Summary

SILCC simulations

Zoom-in simulations (SILCC project)

- supernovae determine the evolution of the gas 
- [CII] line emission mainly from cold gas 

- study of molecular clouds 
- [CII] line emission from cold gas 
- analysis of the line profiles  

Tauber values 
Scatter plots 
…

different scenarios: 
- colliding flows 
- piece of the galactic disc       SILCC simulations


